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Abstract

This chapter explains why software users have good reasons to trust in the quality of OSS, even if they might have internalised the rule “If something has no price, it also has no value!” We present the idea that a system of incentives of both private programmers with their different motives to participate and companies paying their programmers for contributing to OSS, are responsible for the software quality—even if all programmers do not pursue a common purpose. The chapter delivers a conceptual framework from an economic perspective showing that every stakeholder can provide valuable input to the success of an open source project. Crowding out between contributors with different motivations does not necessarily exist even if companies with monetary intentions participate. Therefore, we assume OSS as an attractive forum for different interests that can seminally intertwine, while quality software is generated nearly as a by-product.
Introduction

Open source developers produce software—frequently of high quality—that is freely available for everyone. For computer users that are accustomed to purchasing outright the software they use, this might sound puzzling: Is it possible that something free is at the same time good? Therefore, such computer users, assuming a trade-off, might doubt the quality of open source software and hence refrain from using such software. Computer users that apply software in a business context, for example, may abstain from using open source software even if such software is available at no cost if they are not confident about the quality of such software. Using software in a business context means a heavy investment, even if the license fee of the software used is null because considerable TCO (total costs of ownership) exists. Integrating certain software in the business process leads to a lock-in situation in a manifold way (e.g., investments in human capital, system reorganisation, etc.). Thus, crucial for the future success of open source software is not the fact that there is no associated licensing fee, but the question of the quality of such software.

What can we learn about open source software if we look at developers motivation? Understanding the motivations of open source developers allows us to assess the importance software quality has for these software developers and to comprehend the conditions needed for that software quality to be realised. This insight might increase confidence in the quality and sustainability of open source software and, as a result, lower the barrier to use it.

Although examples of high quality open source software are well known, open source still has the connotative impression of being the play area of hobbyists. This impression is not necessarily far from the truth, insofar as most of the open source projects existing on open source platforms (e.g., SourceForge) are indeed the outcome of hobbyists, as various studies show (see Krishnamurthy, 2002; Weiss, 2005, etc.). However, the numbers in our FASD study¹ and in other studies (e.g., Lakhani & Wolf, 2003) indicate that professional developers who are compensated for their work do a significant share of open source software development. Indeed, the commitment for open source projects primarily occurs in their spare time; on the other hand, the share of open source projects developed within working time amounts to a considerable 42%. Professional open source projects might be underrepresented in previous studies, like our FASD study, because firms can afford their own project infrastructure and, therefore, are not dependent on the open source platforms we have addressed in our study.

This recognition shows that the motivations on the programmer level on the one side and the motivations on the firm level on the other side should be distinguished. The former concerns developers who commit themselves to contributing to open source
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